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US teen Pepi impresses as 
Augsburg held by Frankfurt
BERLIN: American teenager Ricardo Pepi impressed
on his first Bundesliga start with Augsburg on Sunday
despite seeing a goal disallowed in a 1-1 draw at
home to Eintracht Frankfurt. Pepi, who turned 19 last
Sunday, joined Augsburg from MLS side FC Dallas
earlier this month when the Bundesliga side paid a
club record 17.5 million euros ($20 million) for the full
US international.

The American created several chances on his first
home start having made his league debut last weekend
with 30 minutes off the bench in the defeat at
Hoffenheim. “We had some chances we could have put
away,” Pepi told DAZN. “I felt good, but there is a lot
to work on. You have a lot less space and time,” he said
comparing the Bundesliga to the MLS, “but it’s about
adapting.”

Japan midfielder Daichi Kamada gave visitors
Frankfurt an early lead as he held off a defender and
showed great finishing to slot home after getting in
behind the defense. Pepi hit the net with 34 minutes
gone, but the goal was ruled out due to a foul in the
build-up just before his Augsburg team-mate Michael
Gregoritsch chipped in the equalizer from a tight angle.
The result leaves Frankfurt eighth in the table, while
Augsburg climbed out of the bottom three. Bayern
Munich remain on course for a tenth straight
Bundesliga title.

The Bavarian giants restored their six-point lead at
the top of the table on Saturday when Robert
Lewandowski chalked up his 300th goal in Germany’s
top flight by completing his hat-trick in a 4-0 romp at
Cologne. Later Sunday, ex-Germany winger Gonzalo
Castro, 34, came off the bench to smash in a equalizer
for hosts Arminia Bielefeld in their 2-2 draw at home to
bottom side Greuther Fuerth. Japanese striker Masaya
Okugawa gave Bielefeld an early lead with a superb
low shot from a tight angle only for Fuerth to draw lev-
el through Jamie Leweling’s first-half equaliser. —AFP

DOUALA: Equatorial Guinea inflicted a first defeat in
36 games on Algeria on Sunday to leave the reigning
champions in serious danger of a group-stage exit
from the Africa Cup of Nations after an astonishing
goalkeeping blunder cost the Ivory Coast victory
against Sierra Leone. Esteban Obiang, one of a host
of Equatorial Guinea players who were born in Spain,
scored the 70th-minute goal that gave his side a 1-0
win in Douala as Algeria lost for the first time since
October 2018. That unbeaten run ends just two
matches shy of Italy’s recently established record of
37 without defeat and Algeria now need to beat the
Ivory Coast in their final
Group E outing on
Thursday if they are to
make the last 16.

Djamel Belmadi’s side
could only draw 0-0 with
Sierra Leone in their
opening game in
Cameroon and if they do
not succeed against the
Ivorians it will be the fifth
time in six Cups of
Nations that the holders
have failed to go beyond the group stage of the
finals. The only exception in that time came in 2019,
when reigning champions Cameroon lost in the last
16. “Everyone was talking about our unbeaten run
but now we need to focus on something else, go out
and secure qualification,” said Belmadi.

An Equatorial Guinea side ranked 114th in the
world and 28th in Africa are now well placed to
reach the knockout stage for the third time. The two
previous occasions came when they were hosting
the tournament, in 2012 and in 2015, but this time
many of the fans in the crowd of almost 12,000 in
Douala were supporting the ‘National Thunder’.

Equatoguinean capital Malabo, on the island of
Bioko, is a short hop over the Gulf of Guinea from
Cameroon’s economic capital. “We feel very proud
to beat the best team in Africa,” said their coach,
Juan Micha.

It was a dramatic day at the Japoma Stadium,
where Badra Ali Sangare’s incredible injury-time
error gifted Sierra Leone a point in a 2-2 draw with
the Ivory Coast. With the Elephants leading 2-1,
Sangare went to catch a ball headed back to him by
a teammate in the third added minute in an attempt
to prevent a corner, only to drop it into the path of

Steven Caulker who
squared for substitute
Alhaji Kamara to score.
That remarkable moment
prevented the Ivory Coast
from wrapping up qualifi-
cation for the last 16.

Tunisia cruise 
Sangare, who has taken

over the gloves at this tour-
nament because first-
choice Sylvain Gbohouo

was handed a doping ban, then went off injured,
leaving right-back Serge Aurier to see out the match
between the posts. Before the late drama the 2015
champions appeared to have a second win in as
many games sewn up thanks to Nicolas Pepe’s sec-
ond-half strike.

“Honestly I can’t explain that goal. You could
have Jurgen Klopp or Pep Guardiola in charge and
they wouldn’t be able to prepare for that,” said
Ivory Coast coach Patrice Beaumelle. Franck Kessie
had an early penalty for the Elephants saved but
Ajax star Sebastien Haller put them ahead and
Musa Kamara made it 1-1 before Pepe struck.

Elsewhere, Wahbi Khazri scored twice as Tunisia
recovered from a controversial loss to Mali by ham-
mering Mauritania 4-0 in the coastal town of Limbe
to register their first points in Group F.

Saint-Etienne forward Khazri’s brace came after
Hamza Mathlouthi’s early opener. Khazri then creat-
ed the final goal of the afternoon for Seifeddine Jaziri,
while Youssef Msakni missed a late penalty for

Tunisia. Mali and tournament debutants Gambia both
sit a point above Tunisia on four points after they
drew 1-1 at the same venue, Musa Barrow converting
a 90th-minute penalty for Gambia to cancel out
Ibrahima Kone’s 79th-minute spot-kick at the other
end. The final round of group games began yesterday
when hosts Cameroon played Cape Verde and
Burkina Faso faced Ethiopia in Group A. —AFP

Astonishing goalkeeping blunder cost Ivory Coast victory

Holders Algeria shocked at Cup of 
Nations; Tunisia thrash Mauritania

DOUALA: Equatorial Guinea’s goalkeeper Jesus Owono (left) dives to catch the ball during the Group E
Africa Cup of Nations (CAN) 2021 football match between Algeria and Equatorial Guinea on January
16, 2022. —AFP

MILAN: Atalanta gave Inter Milan’s Serie A
title rivals a boost on Sunday with a goalless
draw which ends the champions’ eight-
match winning run and offers AC Milan the
chance to claim top spot. A keenly-fought
contest in Bergamo finished with a blank
scoresheet despite each side creating a
handful of golden scoring opportunities,
with goalkeepers Juan Musso and Samir
Handanovic excelling between their respec-
tive sticks. 

Simone Inzaghi’s Inter stay top but
Milan, who are two points behind their local
rivals in second, can take the summit with a
win over Spezia at the San Siro. “For how
the match went a point is good... We had
good chances but they could also have
scored, so I think that it was the right result,”
Handanovic told DAZN.

Atalanta stay eight points back in fourth
but can take huge credit from their display
with a clutch of key players unavailable
injured or with COVID-19 infections. They
are a point behind third-placed Napoli

ahead of their match at Bologna - hoping to
gain some ground on Inter, who like Atalanta
will have played a game fewer come the end
of this round of fixtures. “If anything we did
a bit more than them; Inter sat very deep
and waited for us to make a mistake,” said
Atalanta coach Gian Piero Gasperini.
“Overall I think we deserved something
more from the game.”

Chances wasted
Edin Dzeko nodded wide the first clear

chance of the night with a quarter of an hour
gone, and 10 minutes later Musso kept the
scores level with an outstanding save from
Alexis Sanchez’s close range effort. It was
Handanovic’s turn to save his team four min-
utes after the break when he charged out to
stop Matteo Pessina giving the hosts the
lead from point-blank range. From that scare
Inter then tried to push on for the win, but
Inzaghi - who lost his voice during the
match - could hardly believe his eyes when
Giuseppe Pezzella stopped Matteo Darmian

from scoring with a full stretch clearance,
and then Dzeko somehow headed over
when Denzel Dumfries served him with a
great opportunity to open the scoring.

Handanovic again kept the scores level
with 10 minutes remaining when he got
down superbly to save from Luis Muriel,

who had turned on the turbo to burst away
from Alessandro Bastoni and Milan Skriniar.
And once Mario Pasalic and Danilo
D’Ambrosio both wasted great chances to
snatch the win for each side in the space of
two minutes, an eventful match petered out
into a draw. —AFP

Injury-time 
error gifts 

Sierra Leone 
a point

BERGAMO: Atalanta’s Colombian forward Luis Muriel (left) and Inter Milan’s
Italian midfielder Nicolo Barella go for the ball during the Italian Serie A foot-
ball match between Atalanta and Inter on January 16, 2022. —AFP

Atalanta hold Inter Milan to 
give title hopefuls a boost

Rennes thrash sorry 
Bordeaux; pressure 
mounts on Petkovic
PARIS: Rennes ended a run of three successive Ligue 1
defeats by crushing 10-man Bordeaux 6-0 on Sunday to
plunge Vladimir Petkovic’s struggling side into the relegation
zone. Bordeaux have won just three times in 21 league games
under Petkovic, who left his job as Switzerland boss after
leading the country to the Euro 2020 quarter-finals. “I take

full responsibility. I wasn’t able to sufficiently push the players
and help them shake this fear. When you’re afraid, you can’t
play football,” said Petkovic, who sidestepped questions over
his future. “I’m a fighter, my star sign is Leo. I don’t give up. It’s
up to me now to be able to transmit this energy to the team.
“We’re in a battle for survival. We must approach matches in a
more combative way, with the desire to win at all costs.”
Bordeaux have been hit badly by COVID-19 cases, while cap-
tain Laurent Koscielny is expected to leave this month after it
was decided he was no longer in the club’s plans.

Hosts Rennes took the lead on 33 minutes through Martin
Terrier before Benjamin Bourigeaud curled home a free-kick.
Issouf Sissokho was sent off early in the second half for
Bordeaux and Rennes piled on the misery with goals from

Gaetan Laborde and Adrien Truffert before a late double by
Serhou Guirassy. Rennes moved back up to fourth, while
Bordeaux dropped to second last as Lorient and Metz
climbed above the six-time French champions.

Philippe Clement earned his first win as Monaco coach
with a 4-0 victory over Clermont. Wissam Ben Yedder came
off the bench and scored twice, adding to Sofiane Diop’s
opener, before Caio Henrique bagged a fourth. Lyon snapped
a five-game winless run courtesy of Moussa Dembele’s first-
half penalty in a 1-0 victory away to Troyes. Strasbourg came
from behind to beat Montpellier 3-1, while Lorient and Angers
drew 0-0. Marseille missed the chance to go level on points
with second-placed Nice when they were held to a 1-1 draw
by Lille in Sunday’s late game. —AFP


